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Revolutionize your 
risk management 

Easily analyze and understand all your GRC data, expose hidden risks, and deliver key insights to leadership and the board — without needing to navigate multiple systems.
See why Forrester says Diligent “sets the standard for modern governance.”

Request a demoRequest pricing
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Transform today’s risks into tomorrow’s opportunities with the Diligent One Platform  

mouseHover on the pillars to learn more about the Diligent One Platform

Diligent One Platform 
	Board reports
	Risk reports
	Audit reports
	ESG reports
	Reporting best practices
	Benchmarking & insights

Learn about the #1 GRC platform




appsMore than a collection of point solutions

Bring all your governance, risk, compliance and ESG activities into one centralized platform, so you can easily deliver key insights to the board.


web_assetMore than a simple user interface

Access an intuitive GRC platform with analytics and automation built into its core. 


format_align_justifyMore than a spreadsheet

Reduce human error, eliminate data gaps, and save your organization time and money. No extra headcount needed.


table_viewMore than a GRC tool

Whether you’re privately held, publicly traded or a mission-driven organization, the Diligent One Platform seamlessly integrates board management with a comprehensive set of GRC applications.
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Build organizational resilience Elevate strategic risk management 
Give leaders the insights they need to make more confident, risk-informed decisions — so your organization is ready for anything that comes its way.
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Stay ahead of the competition Enable growth
Empower leaders to act quickly and take more ambitious steps that drive growth and create new revenue streams in the short and long term.
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Reinforce investor confidenceEnsure regulatory compliance
Identify and manage risk, and avoid the costly penalties and legal and reputational damages that result from noncompliance.
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Ross Surace
Senior Technology Partner, Head Office Functions
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“Diligent has removed many, many thousands of pounds of cost from the organization, but it’s the experience that has really driven directors to make the right decisions.”







We are committed to providing a robust and secure service that protects all our customers’ data.

Diligent’s Security Program is governed based on the NIST Cybersecurity Framework and Diligent follows ISO/IEC 27001 standards to keep information assets secure by implementing an Information Security Management System (ISMS).
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Learn more


Clarity & control for the agile enterprise.
Reach out to our sales team, and we’ll work with you to schedule a demo or conversation.

Talk to sales
securitySecurity


Ensuring your data is protected is critical to Diligent. Learn how we protect your data.

Learn more
account_circleSupport


Our customer service team is here for you 24/7/365.

Learn more
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	Support
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security Your Data Matters

At our core, transparency is key. We prioritize your privacy by providing clear information about your rights and facilitating their exercise. You're in control, with the option to manage your preferences and the extent of information shared with us and our partners.

Privacy PolicyTerms of useCookie PolicyDigital Services Act
Your Privacy ChoicesTrust CenterVulnerability Disclosure Program
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